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AbstJrad: From the late Pliocεne to eal"y Pleistocene Omma Formation， 240 ostracoc1e 
species belonging to 10 g巴neraare recognized in 159 samples collected at five localities 
loc丘t巴dat Kanazawa and Oy日bεCitiesin th巴Hokurikudistrict on th己]apanS巴aside of 
central ]apan. The ostracode species from this strata ge口己ralyconsists of thre日different
fosil groups. The first group was consider巴dto be inhabiting in the inner bay environρ 
ment， and the second contains sp巴ciξsliving in th巴opens巴a.The third group has both 
elements of the two groups 
K吃v.woTds: Ostracoda， latεPliocene to early Pleistocene， Omm旦Formation
1. Introduction 
The late Pliocene to early Pleistocene 2園1~O.8 Ma) Omma Fcっrmationis 
distributed in the basal area of the Noto Peninsula， the eastern part of Ishikawa Prefecture 
and western part of Toyam3. Prefectuτe on the J apan Sea coasts of central J apan. The 
Formation is a representative of the Plio-Pleistocene shallow marine strata widely dis白
tributed along the J apan Sea coasts from the southwestern Hokkaido to the Cheju Island 
at the Tsushima Strait. The Formation is well known for the abundant occurrence of 
shallow marine calcareous fossi1s， such as Mollusca， Foraminifera， N annoplankton and 
Ostracoda (e. g. Yokoyama， 1927; Kaseno and Matsuur札 1965;Hasegawa， 1979; Matsuura， 
Cronin and Ikeya， 1987; Takayama et al.， 1988; K.itamura and Kondo， 1990; Ishizaki 
et al.， 1993). A couple of datum plains werεwell studied in the Omma Formation by the 
nannofossil analysis (e. g. Takayama et 1988). In addition to the biostratigraphical 
correlation， the correlation of tuff layers between several localities provide other 
controlled time plains (Okubo， 1995 Kitamura， 1996). As a result， these featur眉esmake 
this stratum an excellent material for the detailed discussion on the shallow water environ-
ments and oceanography in the J apan Sea of this area during the late Pliocεne and early 
Pleistocene. Ostracode fossil assemblages on five areas， which were correlated to the 
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lower and the base of the middle parts of Kitamura and Kondo (1990)， were studied in this 
paper. The purpose of this study is to know the species occurrence in detail and give 
photographies of ostracode fossils， which wi1 be fundamental and essential data for the 
future paleoenvironmental work in this area. 
2. Outline of geology 
Omma Formation which belongs to the Himi Group is widely distributed in the 
southern part of Kanazawa City in Ishikawa Prefecture and Oyabe City in Toyama 
Prefecture， on the J apan Sea side of central J apan (Fig. 1) (Motizuki， 1930; Hasegawa， 
1979). This stratum mainly consists of blueish fine-grained sandstone and silty sandstone， 
and yields abundant molluscan fossils which are so called “Omma-Manganjian Molluscan 
Fauna" 1927; Kaseno and 1965; Ogasawara， 1977; Matsuura， 1985). 
The thickness of the Omma Formation attains about 210 m at the type locality in 
Kanazawa City and about 250 m in the southern part of City (Hasegawa， 1979; 
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Fig. 1: Simplified geological map of the Omma Formation around Kana-
zawa and Oyabe Cities， central ]apan， modified from Hasegawa 
(1979)， with investigated localities in this study. Loc.l: Okuwa (type 
locality)， Loc. 2: Yuhidera， Loc. 3: Kofutamata， Loc. 4・Hakkouden，
and Loc. 5: Sakuramachi. 
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between the Omma and Takakubo Formations is stil under debate. The Omma Formation 
around Sakuramachi area (Fig. 1， Loc. 5) is considered to be bounded by Yachi Formation 
(Pliocene?) in faults (Hasegawa， 1979; Takata， 1994 MS) 
The middle Pleistocene Utatsuyama Formation over1ies unconformalコlythe Omma 
Formation around the type locality (Kitamura and Kondo， 1990). The middle Pleistocene 
Hanyu Formation covers the Omma Formation around Hakkouden area with 
unconformity (Hasegawa， 1979; Furuya， 1990 MS). At Sakuramachi area， the calcareous 
fine sandstone layers which have 0.3-2.2 m thickness are interleaved (Takata， 1994 MS). 
Sumi et al. (1989) described that this calcareous fine sandstone around Sakuramachi area 
was a distal part of the Zukawa Formation which was distributed in Takaoka City， 10 km 
NE of Sakuramachi. 
The Omma Formation contains four white tuff layers that are named“01 to 04 tuff 
layers" in upward sequence by Hasegawa (1979). The 02 tuff layer is widely distributed 
in the southern part of Kanazawa and Oyabe Cities (Hasegawa， 1979; Okubo， 1995 MS; 
Ishikawa， 1995 MS). Okubo (1995 MS) reidentified the tuff layers and reported that the 
o 1 and 0 2 tuff layers were found at Kofutamata area (Fig. 1， Loc. 3) and the 0 2 tuff 
layer at Hakkouden area (Fig. 1， Loc. 4) in addition to the type locality (Fig. 1， Loc. 1) 
The geological age of the Omma Formation was studied by several workers and plural 
biostratigraphic datum plains of calcareous nannofossils have been identified (Takayama 
et al.， 1988; Shida et al.， 1989; Takata， 1994 MS; Yamamoto and Ozawa， 1996). According 
to these studies， the Omma Formation of Sakuramachi area was deposited during about 
2.1-1.3 Ma， and of Hakkouden area was deposited in about 1.7 -1.3 Ma. The Omma 
Formation exposed at the type locality was deposited in about 1.4-0.8 Ma. The fission 
track age of the 0 2 tuff layer was 1.4土0.2Ma (Ohmura et al.， 1989). Taking al data into 
consideration， the Omma Formation was concluded to deposit during the late Pliocene and 
early Pleistocene， but it began to deposit slightly earlier in the eastern area (Oyabe) than 
in the western area (Kanazawa) as Shida et al. (1989) indicated. 
3. Material and method 
Fossil Ostracoda from five localities were investigated in this study. They were the 
lower and partly the middle parts of Okuwa (Loc. 1 in Fig. 1; type locality of the Omma 
Formation)， Yuhidera (Loc. 2)， Kofutamata (Loc. 3)， Hakkouden (Loc. 4) and Sakura-
machi (Loc. 5). Field works were carried out for al areas in order to observe the lithology 
and molluscan fossils and collect samples except Sakuramachi area where the outcrops 
were lost at present. 
A total of 52 sediment samples for the ostracode fossil analysis were collected from 
Kofutamata (Loc. 3) and Hakkouden (Loc. 4) areas by the author. Samples were collected 
carefully parallel to the bedding plane within a 15 cm in thickness to obtain contemporane. 
ous sediments. Burrows fi1led with subsequent sediments were carefully excluded. After 
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being dried in an oven under 70oC， 320 g of consolidate samples and about 400 g of 
unconsolidate samples were washed a 235 mesh (0.064 mm opening) sieve. The 
dried residues were divided the quatering method into unit samples which contained 
about 200 ostracode individuals固 Thefractions between 0.25 mm and 1.0 mm of each 
were hand-picked for al ostracodes under the binocular using a fine 
brush and a picking tray. The rest of the fraction is stored. 
fewer than 200 suecimens in total were 
hand-picked. 
entirely， and more samples were washed and 
Ostracode fossils at Okuwa 1) Sakuramachi (Loc. 5) areas were already 
by Dresser MS)フOhi MS)， and Matsuzaka (1995 All 
the were reidentified in this and additional samples were hand-pick吋
when were demanded 
After the identification of sp目白色 theindividual number was determined by adding the 
total of left and one half and was counted to the number of 
valves without to sex and instar The ostracode are listed in Tables 
1 ~6 on each locality. Al1 and the rest of the fractions of samples are on 
in the Dεpartment of Earth Sciences， Faculty oI Science， Kanazawa 
4⑩ Desrriptl.Ol1S tlhe sampRiJl1g' loca!:ities and ⑪ fossHs 
After the identification of ostracode fossil specimens with a total of 25035 from 159 
samples， 240 ostracode species belonging to 100 gεnera were recognized. 
To describe the characters of the fossil assemblage， common species were used in the 
analysis. 
10% at least one sample in a locality固 Theratio of “common is shovvn in 
3~9 ， with five in accordance with percentages. with more than 50 
individuals were only taken into considerations in the 
(1) Sakuramachi area 5 in 2; this is to Route 3 of Takata 
. All lithoiogical vvere summarized from Takata (1994 I凶S)because of 
the artificial of thε 
The Omma Formation in this area was divided into two parts， the “lower" and 
parts Takata (1994 ， based on the !ithofacies. These two parts are bounded 
to an erosional bed with pebble. The “lower of this consists of 
very fine sandstone and fine and the whole thickness attains about 70 m. The 
“upper of this area contains five cycles， and each consists of three 
sedimentary shell bed or bed， calcareous fine sandstone， and silty very fine 
sandstone in upwards sequence. The whole thickness attains about 90 m. 
LOl心er1うart 3) 
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Fig. 2: Columnar sections and the correlation of stuclied localiti邑s.Correlation of tuff layεrs呂recited from 
Okubo (1995MS) and Kitamura (1996). Nannofossil datum plains are referred to Takay旦maet al 
(1988)， Shida et al. (1989)， and Takata (J.994MS). Datum plain 14: OA Gψhyroca.ρsa (2.13 Ma)， plain 
12: FAD Gφhyroc，ゆ'5acaribbeanica (1.66 Ma)， plain 1: LAD Calcidisα!<s macintyrei and F AD 
Cψわγocapsaoceanica (1.57 Ma)， plain 10: FAD Large Gephyroc，ゆsa(1.36 lvIa)， plain 9: Helicos戸haera
seli (1.19 Ma). The age of the 02 tuff layer is cit巴dfrom Ohmura et al. (1989). Th己L.P.日ndM
P. of Loc. 1 indicate the lower and middle parts of Kitamura and Kondo (1990)， and I.p. and u.p. of 
Loc. 5 show the lower ancl upper parts of Takata (1994MS). The dott巴clline represents the 
bOl1ndary between the Omma Formation and underlying strata. The columnar section of Loc. 5 is
placed by adjl1sting to the datum plain 10 
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Seventeen samples， numbered from Lo-1 to Lo-17， were obtained from the lower half 
(ca. 28 m thickness) of the “lower part" (see， Fig. 2， a vertical line beside the columnar 
section). The sediments were siltstone (lower 12 m) and very fine sandstone (upper 
16 with molluscan fossils sporadically. All the samples yielded ostracode fossils with 
a total of 1244 specimens. A total of 55 species belonging to 36 genera were identified圃
Nine oI 17 samples contained more than 50 individuals (Table 1). These samples abundant-
ly included Acanthoりthereisdunelmensis s.lリ ti1Plirn1Jr1IT<t1tJrpb仰 nensis， cf. 
nodosoalatum， Robertsonites tsugaruana and Yezocythere hayashii， and these species occupy 
more than 20% in total in many horizons (Fig. 3). In addition to above species， Paijeηbor 
chella tsurugasakensis and Robertsonites reticuliforma are abundant in the lower half 
horizons， Lo-4 and 10， and these occupy about 30~35%. In the upper two horizons， Lo-16 
and 17， Cytherotteron cf. arcuatum and Loxoconcha are common， and they form 
about 10~20%. 
砂perρart(Fig. 4) 
The lithology of this part represented five sedimentary cycles. Each cycle started with 
ca1careous fine sandstone with the accumulated shel1 beds at the then changed to 
silty very fine sandstone. A total of 53 samples were collected from the lower half of the 







Fig. 3: Columnar section and the occurrence of common ostracode species in the lower part at S旦kuramachi
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Fig. 4: Columnar section and the occurrence of common ostracode species in the upper part at Sakuramachi 
area (Loc. 5)， simplifiεd from Takata (1994MS) 
as C 101 to C 110 in the first cycle， C 201 to C 212 in the 2 nd cycle， C 301 to C 304 in the 
3 rd cycle， C 401 to C 410 in the 4 th cycle， and C 501 to C 514 in the 5 th cycle. Fifty 
samples yielded the ostracode fossils with a total of 9656 individuals， and only three 
samples from silty very fine sandstone contained no ostracode fossils. Fourty six of 50 
samples yielded more than 50 individuals. A total of 197 species belonging to 85 genera 
were recognized (Table 2). 
Distribution of the common species divides the five cycles into three groups. The 
cycle 1 (1 st cycle) is characterized by being rich in Acuticythereis? cf. sendaiensis， 
Bicornucythere bisanensis， Loxoconcha viva， Paijenborchellaおurug，前akensis，Spinileberis 
rhomboidaris and Yezocythere hayashii from the silty very fine sandstone. B. bisanensis and 
L. viva increase in the middle horizon， and two species occupy about 30-35%. P. 
tsurugasakensis and Y. hayashii increase upwards， and reach about 45% in the uppermost 
horizon (C 110). ln the cycle 2 (2 nd cycle) ， these species become fewer than the cycle 1 
with an exception of P. tsurugasakensis. In the lowest horizon (C 201) of the calcareous fine 
sandstone， Cythere spp. are abundant (about 10%)， but decrease towards the upper horizons 
(silty very fine sandstone)， and become about 1%. On the other hand， Cytheropteron cf. 
nodosoalatum， P. tsurugasakeηsis， and Robertsonites tsugaruana are common in the silty very 
fine sandstone. The three species occupy about 20-50% in the middle to upper horizons 
(C 205-212). The 
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Fig. 5: Columnar section and the occurrence of common ostracode species 
at Hakkouden ar四 (Loc.4)ー Thenames of tuf layers are cited 
from Okubo (1995MS). 
(2) Hakkouden area (Loc. 1[ in 
Shida et 
MS) divided the Omma Formation in this area into 日veunits. The 
present covered unit I of Furuya MS)， which has about 130 m thickness. The 
unit n consists of siltstone and very fine sandstone with four iNhite tuff 
Sixteen were collected in this from siltstone and vεry fine sand. 
2， and 5; this area is equal to l-Iakkouden area of 
stone which had o.bout 120 m thiclmε88 2lncl containec1 molluscan fossils 
;:i). Tweive ，X t1HV"AJ，事力ichwere numbered from HO-l to HCト12守:えeldedostr;:Lcode fossils 
nァitha total of 800 individuals. one belonging to 32 genera were identified. 
Six of 12 samp¥es included more than 50 individuals 3). These 
yielded dunelrne符5お回6ηborchella i-cr2ln1enella 
RobeJ'ノ九onites and R品ertsonitesおugaruana， or lI10re in tつtal
(Fig. 5). On the lower two horizons (HO-:3 ancl 6)， AcanthoのJthereis 舵手1sisand 
Robertsonites rtf1naii are common. Upper three contain many indivi小
uals of Ambtoηia obai 3.nd particulariy bisan，cnsたthatis more than 1n 
al thγee samples. cf. nodosoalatUJ'Yt is common in one from 
a JTliddle horizon， and occupies about JL dune!mer犯is A. C. cf. 
P. limicola and R. spp. a1εcommon in the siltstone in this area. Two 
B. are exclusiγεIy found in the very fine E;andstone. 
日円
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A. obai 
(3) Kofutamata area 倫;3in 2， and 6; this area is 
Kofutamata area of Yamamoto and 
The Omma Formation at this area consists of silty very fine sandstone anc1 
fine s3ndstone with five white tuff layers， and the thickness attains about 50 m in al 
to the outcrop at 
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Fig.6・Columnarsεction and the occurrence of common ostracode speci巴sat Kofutamata area (Loc. 3)固
The names of tuf layers are cited from Okubo (1995MS)ー
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(Yamamoto and Ozawa， 1996) 
A total of 36 samples were collected from the siltstone， silty very fine sandstone， and 
fine sandstone which were more than 37 m in thickness. The sediment had molluscan 
fossils sporadically except several horizons where the fossils were densely interbedded. 
The samples are numbered from KO-1 to KO-35， and 28 of 36 samples yielded the 
ostracode fossils with a total of 4930 specimens. The sum of 114 species belonging to 66 
genera were identified 4). Twenty six samples contained more than 50 individuals. 
This area is characterized by Acaηthocythereis dunelmeηsis s.1， Acuticythereis? cf. sendaien-
Bicornucythere bisanensis， Howeina higashimeyaensis， Paijenborchella tsurugasakensis， 
Pectocythere quadangulata， Robertsonites and Yezocythere hayashii. A固?cf. 
sendaiensis and P. tsurugasakensis are particularly abundant in the lower eight horizons 
(KO-3-9)， and occupy about 40-70%. In the middle horizons， H. fttj!，u:oncunりaensisand 
Y. are abundant. The former species occupies about 10-30% in KO-26-30， and 
the latter about 10-30% in KO-23-26. Am戸hileberisni地onica(KO-16)， Ambtonia obai 
(KO-21 and 32 -34) and Robertsonites TCHam'"nηα(KO-18) are common in some restricted 
horizons. The distribution of the common species does not seem to directly relate to the 
1ithofacies 
(4) Okuvva area (Loc. 1 in Fig. 2; this area is the type locality of the Omma Formation.) 
Kitamura and Kondo (1990) divided the Omma Formation at the type locality into 
three parts， that 1S the lower， middle and upper parts， on the basis of changes of lithofacies 
and molluscan fossil associations. The “lower part" which has about 30 m thickness 
consists of mainly monotonous fine sandstone， and contains three white tuff layers of 0 1， 
o 2 and 0 3.The 80 m thick “middle part" is characterized tεn sedimentary cycles， and 
04 tuff layer is interbedded (Kitamura， 1996). A typical sedimentary cycle consists of 
three lithologic units， that start from gravelly shell bed， then change to a well-sorted fine 
sandstone and finish with a muddy fine to very fine sandstone. The thickness of the “upper 
part" attains about 110 m， and are coarser than the lower and middle parts. The present 
study deals with ostracode fossils from the lower part and Cycles 1 and 2 of the middle part. 
Lowerρart (Fig. 7) 
A total of 35 samples which are numberd from OL-l to OL-35 yielded the ostracode 
fossils from the silty very fine sandstone and fine sandstone which have about 30 m 
thickness. Four samples (OL-1-4) of 35 were collected from silty very fine sandstone， and 
31 samples (OL-5-35) were obtained from fine sandstone. One hundred and eight田 n
species belonging to 62 genera were identified from a total of 7011 specimens. Thirty two 
of 35 samples yielded more than 50 individuals (Table 5). This part is characterized by 
being rich in A仰がりthereis?cf. sendaiensis， Bicornucythere bisanensis and Howeina 
higashimeyaensis. B. bisanensis occupies about 55%in OL-5. Munseyella hokkaidoa符a，
and Johnnealella no伸orensisare common in the lower 




















































Fig. 7: Columnar section and the occurrence of common ostracode species in the lower part at Okuwa area 
(Loc.1). 
horizons， and the first two species are particularly common in OL-6 and the third species 
in OL-9. Robertsonites reticuliforma is common in the middle horizons (OL-17 and 21). 
Loxoconcha 0ρtima， Loxoconcha viva， Pistocythereis bradyformis and Pontocythere sub-
japonica are common in the upper horizons between 0 2 and 0 3 tuff layers， and L. viva is 
about 15-30% from OL-33 to 35. In this part， the silty very fine sandstone has a tendency 
to yield H higashimeyaensis abundantly， but the occurrence of other common species does 
not correspond to the lithofacies. 
Cycles 1 and 2 of middle ραrt (Fig. 8) 
Nine samples， which were named as C 1-1 to C 1-4 in the Cycle 1， C 2-1 to C 2-4 in the 
Cycle 2， and C 3-1 in the Cycle 3， yielded the ostracode fossils with a total of 820 specimens. 
Three samples (C 1-4， C 2-1 and C 3-1) were obtained from fine sandstone and other six 
samples (C 1-1 to C 1-3 and C 2-2 to C 2-4) from silty very fine sandstone. A total of 63 
species belonging to 39 genera were recognized. Seven of nine samples included more than 
50 individuals (Table 6). This part is characterized by being rich in Acuticythereis? cf. 
sendaiensis and Bicornucythere bisanensis. The latter occupies about 20 -55 % from C 1-1 
to C 1-3. In the Cycle 1， inaddition to the two species described above， Ambtonia obai and 
Robertsonites reticuliforma are common. In the Cycle 2， A~ρhileberis niPρonica， Bradleya 
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Fig. 8: Columnar section and the occurr巴nce01: cornmon ostracodεspecies in Cydes 1 and 2 inthe m.icldIε 
part at Okuwa area (L氏。 1)
FalsobuntoniaωJωanica and LOJCoconcha viva are abundant. L. viva is extremely 
about 40 in C 2-3 and C 2-4.ηealella aーロd
are common in the Cycle 1 1-4) and 2 (C 2-1)， and the 
former species about in C 1-4 and C 2-1. The siltyγery fine sandstone 
(C 1-1 to 1-3 and C 2-2 to 2-4) tends to B. bisω7ensおandL. viva abundantlv， and the 
fine sandstone contains ].ηψ 乱ndS的
(5) Yuhidera area 2 in 2， and Fig. 9; this area is to Yuhidera area of 
1996 and et al吋
Three are observed at this area， and εach cyc1e consists of shεII 
fil1e very fine and siltstone with burrows (Kitamむ a，
1く~itamurashowed that the 2 in Yuhidera area is correlated with the 2 in Okuwa 
area by 0 4 tuff layeL 
Nine were obtained from the silty very fine and fine 
sandstone of 2 of Kitamura 9). Eight of nine samples ivere collected 
fr0111 silty very fine sandstone with molluscan fossils sporadlcally. One sampie were 
obtained from siltstone with dense burrows. These were numbered from Y -1 to 
and -9) the ostracode fossils (Kamiya et . A 
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Fig. 9: Columnar section and the occurr告nc巴ofcommon ostr旦cod巴species i n th巴Cy，こle2 atY吋1ideraarea 
(Loc.2) 
(Table 6). Five of s乳mplesincluded more thaγ1 50 individuals. 
abundantly yielded Acanthocythereis duηelrnensis s.1.， Arnb品onw
niJうJうoηica， Pacarnboりthere sp. and 
Yezoのthere αshi.A dunelrnensis s.1. in Y -5 and P. u-carinata in Y -4 occupy about 
in each sample， ancl A obai occupies about 10~ in Y -4 and Y -5. 1n the upper three 
horizons (Y -7 ~ 9) ， cf固 scabγocuneataand Y. 
hayashii are common， and in particular A.? cf. sendaiensお about in '{-8 
and Y -9. The si1tstone with dense burrows yielded A. dunelmeηsis s.1. and 
Paijenborchella 削 is characteristically， and these two make 11D about 
55%. On the other hand， silty very fine sandstone (Y -4 and 6~9) contained .IL? cf. 
sendaie'l官sis，A. A. 向 B.bisα P.ぉ T.sp. and Y 
the ostr2l.codεfossils from. the Omma Formatum 
The ostracode species from the Omma Fornβation are characterized thre行
different fossil groups. The first group is mainly of in the 
recent inner bay around the Japanese Islands. bisanensis is found dominant-
ly in the first group with acゆunctataand scabrocuneata. This 
group is characterized by rare to common occurrences of cf. 
Finmarchinella ψ Howeina り f)fflCmr1.'/nvrv sp. 1.づ Loxoco幻C加
nitsμ s;ρ仇ileberis rhomhoidαrzs， 部hi and 
sp. in addition to three described above. Th日se aτεinclucled 
mainly in the silty very fine sandstone and fine sandstone. This group is found 
the Locs. 1 and 3， and at the first cycle in the upper part oI Loc. 5. 
The second group dominantly contains species living in thεopen sea of the Japan Sea 
at present. The group is subdivided into two types， that are shallovv and 
al 
open sea 
5. Gcneral account 
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types. The shallow open sea type contains many individuals of Cythere spp.， Neonesidea 
01忽od，仰 tataand Finmarchinella hanaii. This type is characteristically found from the 
ca1careous fine sandstone， and has very high-species diversity. These species are often 
associated with rare to common occurrences of Aurila cf. cymba， A. cf. uranouchiensis， 
Hemiのtherekitanipρonica， Laperousecythere sp. 1， Laperousecythere? sp.， Loxoconcha hatto 
ri， Loxocorniculum mutsuense， Pafagonacyfhere sp. 1， P. sp. 2， Schizocythere ki.説的ouyei，S. 
sp. 1， Semicytherura subundata， S.sp. 5 and S. sp. 6. This type occurs only at the upper part 
of Loc. 5. The deep open sea type includes Acωuhocythereis dunelmensis s.!.， Palmenella 
limicola， Robertsonites hanaii， R. reticul扮rmaand R固 tsugaruana，and they occur in the 
siltstone and silty very fine sandstone dominantly. In addition， there are rare to common 
occurrences of Cytherojうたroncf. alatum， C cf. arcuatum， C cL elaeni， C cf. nodosoalatum 
and E1Qβonella ct coηcinna in the assemblage. This type occurred in the second to fifith 
cycles of the upper part at Loc. 5， and lower half horizon of Loc 4. 
The third group is characterized by the mixture of the inner bay and deep open sea 
species， and it is found in the lower pa凸 ofLoc. 5 dominantly. This group contains 
Acanthocythereis dunelmensis s.!.， Bicornucythere bisanensis， Robertsonites reticuliforma and 
R. tsugarz仰 za，and is characterized by the low species-diversity. 
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Tabl巴1:Individual number of the ostracode sp巴Cl己sfrom th己 lowerpart of Sakuram旦chiarea (Loc. 5). 
!lf:lecies name/ sample number Lo1 2 1 3 4， 5 6 I 7 自由 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
1 Acanth∞ythereis du四 Imensis(Norman) s.1 51 <1 27 41 11 21 10 16 27 10 91 3 51 4 7 2 
2 A. mutsuensis Ishizaki 2 21 2 31 5 
3 Acuticythsreis? cf. sendaiensis Ishizaki 呂
4 Aurila cl. cymba (Brady) 
5 A.ιi tosaensis Ishizaki 
町一ト- 2 6 A. sp. A 
しJ19 
2 
7 Ba甘iniCy1hereishizakii Irizuki 
8 Bicornucythere bisanensis (Okubo) 61 7 26 3 13 10 301 3 131 29 48 26 
9 Callistocythere japonica Hanai 2 
10 C. rugosa Hanai 2 
11 C. undlJlatifaciaris Hanai 2 
12 CornlJcoquimba cl. saitoi (Ishizaki) 1 
13 C.losaensis (Ishizaki) 2 
14 C. sp. 1 1 
'15 C. sp. 2 
16 Cythere spp. 1←一「一 101 '1臼
17 Cytheromorpha acupunctata (Brady) 41 10 
18 Cytheropteon cf. arcuatum Brady and other~ 1 3 1 161 29 
19 C. cf. elaeni Cronin 5 1 4 内
20 C. cr 口ocosoalatumr、leale8， Howe 31 10 20 191 16 3 5 81 4 
21 C. sawanense Hanai 4 
22 Cytherura mii (Ishizaki) つ』
23 Falsobuntonia? sp. 1 41 3 1 51 2 
24 Finmarchinella uranipponica Ishizaki 31 5 
25 Hemicythere kitanipponica (Tabuki) 5 
26 Hemicytherura kajiyarnai Hanai 1 
27 Howeir国 higashirneyaensisIshizaki 呂
28 Johnnealella nopporensis Hanai s， Ikeya 
29 Leptocythereつsp. 11 
30 Loxoconcha ci目 epeterseniIshizaki 1 
31 L. oplirna Ishizaki 1 1 25 33 
32 Loxocythere inflaia Hanai 1 21 2 
33 Munseyella hatatatensis (Ishizaki) 1 3 
34 M. hokkaidoana (Hanai) 2 
35 Ne∞ytherideis sp 4 
36 Neo円esidea?sp 
37 Paijenborchella hanaii Tabuki 
38 P. isurugas昌kensisTabu附 31 2 13 5 1 24 6 5 41 4 7 
39 Palmenella limicola (Norman) 2 2 31 3 8 3 
40 Pectocythere quadangulala Hanai 1 3 21 2 2 
41 Ponlocy1here miurensis (Hanai) 3 
42 P. subjaponica (Hanai) 
43 Robertsoniles reticuliforma (Ishizal¥i) 5 1 13 21 7 
44 R. tSlJgaruana Tabuki 91 3 15 2 141 5 421 9 291 7 71 8 
45 _RoblJsiaurila islizaki (Okubo) 
46 Rotundacylhere? sp 
47 Schizocythere kishinoueyi (Kajiyama) 
48 Semicytherura miurensis (Hanai) 
49 S.sp_ 1 1 
50 S. sp. 2 1 
51 Spinileberis rhomboidaris Chen 
52丁目chyleberisniitsurnai (Ishizaki) 41 4 
53 T. scabrocuneata (Brady) 
54 Xest口leberisspp 1 1 
55 Yez∞)'t~~e hayashii Hanai & Ikeya 2 21 26 12 15 呂 81 18 24 22 
MiscellaneollS 1 1 
l01al number 1 134 20 199 16125 5 155 63118 3P6 -116 36144 74 !183 214 
Table 2・Individualnumber of thεostracode spεcies from the upper part of Sakuramachi area (Loc. 5). 
S関口田 namelsamD!e number 203 204 207 208 209 3011302 402 403 406 407 408 10~ 102 1031 "1041105 106 107 108 109 110 21 202 205 2口6 210 211 212 303 304 401 404 405 409 410 
1 .~canlhocylh氾reisdlJoe!mensis (Norman) 8.1 21 6 41 7 31 7 告 3 41 10 51 7 171 12 161 11 181 16 161 2 51 2 41 3 1 1 1 5 201 15 ，181 13 10 
2 A. mutsuensis Ishizaki 21 3 2 1 1 2 2 1 
3 "1'.1 2 1 
4 A 悶SJIP恒¥Ilhe
2 1 勺ι 2 1 1 1 1 
5 ACU'iIC¥ilhereis? c1. sendaiensfs !shiza~-d 121 12 181 2~ 131 19 221 14 111 7 1 1 6 51 3 6 51 4 31 3 3 21 1 2 21 2 2 21 3 
6 Ambo<:ythere japonica Isl1izaki 1 1 
一一寸 1 21 1 1 1 
7 Amb儲 !ra∞nヲ申 2 141 9 31 5 3 
a Amblonia obai (Ishizaki) 1 1 1 1 
9 A.? 2 
1 0 AmphilGb2ris nippo聞ca(γ'ailma) 1 2 1 内< 1 2 21 
11 AlJrila 01. cymba (Brady) 1 21 1 8 1 5 1 2 1 3 4! 6; 7 131 11 21 1 1 1 
12 A. d. 10saensis Ishizaki 1 1 4 
13 A.cI."r制 ouchie悶路 Ishizaki 61 9 61 21 6 1 3 1 2 1 7 61 9 71 5 81 9 61 2 61 11 161 9 131 12 91 9 91 61 4 自 7 2 5 
14 A. sp.A 2 2 
15 Baftinicyihere ishizakii_ !ri L;~hl 1 剛一トー一b 21 
1 161 9 1 1 2 
16 B. reti凶 lala!rizu同 1 
17 R ，oousliooslala Irizuki 61 10 1 21 1 71 71 2 21 2 21 1 4 61 6 41 2 41 4 '，1 2 51 3 51 3 1 5 
18 Bi100mucyihere bi組問05除 (Okubo) 101 12 361 45 481 43 171 20 251 21 1 1 
19 島enson 21 3 
20 B. d. nlJda Benson 21 
21 日開hoaraiinahanaii !shfzaki 21 31 5 4 31 4 2 
22 B. 01. orientaris (Brady) 1 
23 8. sp. 1 1 
24 malsal唱nsislkeya墨Hanai
25 Ca!~isi OCV1here a!ala Hanai 1 2 41 4 1 1 
26 C. ishizakii Ikeya & Zhou 
27 C. jsponica Hanai 
28 C. CI. nipponica Han副 1 
29 C. reticula担 Hanai 1 1 1 
30 C. sela守ensis Hanai 1 1 1 21 2 1 
31 C. d setZlnensis Hanai 2 
32 C. "nda!a Hanai 
33 C. undulatHacialis Hanai 1 31 5 1 2 21 2 31 2 1 51 2 41 7 51 21 4 4 4 
34 C. sp.1 
35 Caudites iaoonicus Ishizaki 1 
36 Clelocyihereis raslromarginala (Brady) 1 
37 Cluthia japonica Tab"ki 
38 Cワ 1 1 
39 ishizakii Yajima 1 
40 C. CI巴hizakiiYaiima 
41 Comu∞quimbaa陥la(Tabukり 1 4 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 
42 C. cf. a踊臨 (Tao"，i)
43 C. cf. moniwensis (Ishizaki) 2 1 21 1 1 8 31 3 1 41 2 2 1 呂
44 C. cf悶 101(l{slhsihzlazkalk}l) 
1 1 
45 C. iosaensis 61 2 21 2 1 1 2 3 1 51 4 3 1 2 31 3 21 8 
46 C. cI. Icsaensis (Ishizaki) 3 31 1 3 1 1 
47 C. sp. 1 31 3 1 1 3 21 3 2 4 1 1 
48 C. sp. 2 1 1 1 1 1 
4号C.sp.3 1 






















時間esnam酎E盟詮number 101102 1031104 1051106 1071108 1091110 201 202 203 204 2051206 2071208 2口9210 211 212 3011302 303 304 401 402 403 404 4051406 407 4081409 410 
51 Cornucoquima申 5 1 1 21 1 3 3 5 21 2 51 2 41 5 2 4 2 1 9 
52 C. sp. 6 1 1 2 21 
53 C. sp. 7 51 1 1 51 6 3 21 3 21 31 31 4 41 12 61 5 51 7 41 9 41 3 71 4 
54 Cy山erespp 21 3 81 9 31 21 21 51 5 81 4 51 2 2 31 3 131 15 2'1 261 39 401 32 241 4 9 51 13 
55 C~1herojs asamushiensis Ishizaki 21 2 1 
56 C. sp 2 
57むytheroma?hanaii Y司Ima 31 4 141 17 141 22 '191 51 2 21 2 51 4 15 
56 Cytheromorpha a凶 punctata(Brady) 1 1 1 
6590cCyワthSeFrq31eron Cf alatum Sars 
2 
1 21 4 71 2 41 10 2 3 1 
61 C. cf.arcuatum Brady and others 31 7 41 4 41 1 1 2 41 11 121 8 111 23 121 2 4 2 41 2 41 10 41 
62 C. cf. e恒eniCronin 61 3 1 8 1 
ι3 C. mlurense Hanai 51 21 21 1 4 1 1 4 31 5 1 
64 C. cf. miurense Hanai 21 1 2 21 1 1 1 1 2 2 31 3 1 
65 C. cl. n吋 osoalatumNeale & Howe 1 51 101 14 501 47 481 38 341 17 13 2 1 4 81 231 3 1 
66 C. sawanense Hanai 41 7 21 3 3 1 21 3 91 3 51 31 2 21 7 21 2 61 2 61 6 1 7 111 13 61 21 1 3 91 5 
67 C. cf. sawanense Hanai 2 1 
品8C. subuchioi Zhao 21 2 
69C ysp ajImat T油 uki 2 41 
η ι 1 
70 C. SO. 1 1 21 1 1 1 1 2 2 
71 C. sp. 2 1 1 ! 1 1 2 4 
72 C. sp. 3 1 
73 Cytherura cf. dalshakaensis Tabul{j 
74 C. miii (Ishizaki) 1 
75 C. sp 
76 Daisha同cythere出 ei(Tabuki) 2 
77 D.? sp 1 
78 Eucythere sp 
79 Falsoounlonia taiwanica Malz 2 1 1 21 2 21 4 31 1 2 1 1 
80 Fワspp 1 31 21 2 1 3 
呂1Finmarchinella hanaii Okada 41 1 1 2 131 8 81 3 1 3 1 21 141 12 251 20 291 23 241 2 31 3 81 4 6 
82 F. japonica (Ishizaki) 1 1 1 2 81 3 1 41 1 3 41 21 2 71 10 41 8 1 
呂3F. cI. i"l問nica(Ishizaki) 
84 F. nealei Okada 1 3 4 21 4 
85 F. ci. reclan骨ulalaTabuki 1 
86 F. uranpponica Ishizaki 41 3 71 5 51 3 4 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 
自7F. cl. u阻n恥ponic渇 Ishizaki 1 
88 F. sp.1 1 
89 F. sp. 2 
90 F. 50. 3 21 31 21 2 1 1 2 
91 F.? sp. 1 1 
邑2Fワsp.2 1 21 1 41 2 
93 F.? sp. 3 1 
94 Fワsp.4 2 1 
95 FヲSD.5 1 
96 Hana伽 rchellamiurensis (Hanai) 1 
97 H. trian百ularis(Hanai) 1 1 1 1 
98 Hemi句Ihereemargina!a (Sars) 61 5 3 
99 H. gorokuensis Ishizaki 1 1 1 1 2 3 41 
1∞H. kitanipponi国 (TabukU 21 2 1 1 71 4 5 21 3 1 1 3 31 11 241 26 81 12 11111 71 7 16 
specles na冊e/samoie i1umber 101102 10311041105 1061107 1081109 1101201 202 203 204 205 206 207 20812口9210 211 212 301 302 303 304 401 402 403 404 405 406 40 71408 409 410 
101M 1 
02 H. cf. posteroves1ibulaia Schomikov 1 H 2 
103 H 1 2 21 1 2 41 6 51 5 51 2 
1 
105 Hワsp.3 1 
105トlemfcytheruraCUi1eata Ha.nai 1 1 1 
i?1UO0B 習 H.l<Bj脚 nai地問!
1 2 
H ιlirSeF 自E骨内内vuhArρヲ Ishizaki 
J 
2 5 
110 Howeinah問ashimevaensisIshizaki 161 16 61 41 2 21 5 21 71 9 41 21 4 41 9 31 3 21 自
111 H. sp.l 
112 H. sp. 2 1 
113 Johnoealella nopporonsis Hanai晶Ikeya 41 2 31 2 21 2 1 2 1 
114 J. sp 1 1 
~_15 J.? Sp 1 1 1 2 41 1 3 3 1 41 3 
116 Kotoracylhere Sp. 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 
117 Ksp.2 1 2 2 
118 K巾hespp 1 1 
11宮 "匂 cf.ishizakii lri:wki 晶 Ma~subara 1 1 1 1 1 2 
120 LSP.1 1 4 2 3 
i21 L. sp. 2 21 1 21 3 1 1 41 1 2 21 7 告 2 1 2 
122 L.? sp 51 3 41 3 3 21 3 2 71 5 81 3 4 5 
123 loxo∞ncha c1. epeter:田口ilshizaki 1 1 
124 L harlrnensis G相関 21 2 1 つ』 1 21 2 2 
17132h5TL 1h5am石orlElE lshizaK1 一
ι9 1 41 3 1 21 3 21 4 31 3 31 3 
Ishiza制 一 一一ー可 1 1 127 L 01. kalloi Ishiza同 2 
128 L ct kilan料ponica.lshizaki 2 1 2 21 31 21 i 1 
12宮 l.oplima ishizaki 61 3 31 51 31 2 1 2 1 1 1 
130 L.ozawai TabUfl"j 1 31 1 1 r-ー 4 2 31 1 1 2 61 31 2 1 21 
4 
131 L. subkotoraforma Ishizaki 1 2 1 1 41 3 2 
'132 L viva Ishizaki 
I I I I 11 
1 
133 l. sp. 1 1 6 2 1 21 21 1 71 41 21 2 3 
134L SP  2 
135 L.so.3 
136 L sp. (，
137 L? sp 
31 3 .133 loxo∞rm凶 iummutsuense lsh~zaki 1 2 2 1 31 I 2 31 71 21 2 1 4 2 
139LMoaxcokεeynthcvetrhe  iF11剖a.Hanat 41 2 
1 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 31 6 31 1 
140 Mackencvthereワsp 2 
141 Melacytheroplecon sp 
142 Miia?sp 1 
143稲間関yellahal剖alensIs(ishizakり 1 1 21 1 61 21 51 1 51 21 1 3 2 1 1 41 21 4 4 
144 M.加長岡idoana(H"n"'i) 1 1 I 1 41 41 31 1 4 31 3 2! 1 2 1 41 1 I 2 1 
145削.sp.l 21 41 1 1 1 1 1 1 
14晶釘l.?sp. 4 1 1 1 
147 ， sp 1 
148 匂acam副buocgaY1 
81 31 1 1 21 I 1 61 3 51 51 6 41 1 1 41 7 品 9 181 81 13 101 201 51 7 131 4 3 15 
14自 PacambocV1her9 U今回rmata 1 1 
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soecies namel sample number 
151 Paijenbo悶 hellatsurugasak.ensis Tabuki 
'152 P.? SI'. .1
153 P.?単:2 
154 Palmenella limicola (Norman) 
155 P.?sp 






162 Ponto<:ylhe問 miurensis(Hanai) 
163 P. subjaponi民a(Hanai) 
164 Propontocypris Sl'P 
165 Robertsoniles hanaii Tabuki 
166 R閥 iculiforma(凶四ki)
167 R. Isugaruana T abuki 
168 Robustaurila ishiza同(Okubo)
169 R. cL salebrosa (Srady) 
170 R剖unda仰there?s件
171 SchizoC)l1he陪 kishinouyei(K司iyama)
172 S. okho1skens~ Hanai 
173 S. SI'. 1 
174 S. SI'. 2 
175 Sder印chilus$p. 
176 Semicytherura henryhoweiトlanai& Ikeγa 
177 S. miuiensis {Han四)
178 S. subundal8 Hanai 
179 S. cl. undala (Sars) 
竺主主去三
181 S. SI'. 4 
182 S. sp. 5 
183 S. SI'. 6 
184 S. sp. 7 
185 S.? SI'. 1 
186 SinocytherKlea sp 
187 Spinils加市出om出 idarisChen 
188 T阻chylebaris"il15Umai (Ishiza制)
189 T. S田b的cuneala(Brady) 
主主~




195 X. spp 
1号岳 Yezocyther喝 hayashiiHanai & lkeya 
197 Y.?叩.
























































speCI田 name/samoll8 number ふ;50 502 5031504 505 50s 507 508 5口9510 511 512 513 514! 
1 Acanthoc戸hereisdunelmensis 5.1 1 11 6 81 " 131 2 62 1 11 46 
2 A. mutsuensis ? 2 
3 A. sp. 1 
4A CUSP 1吋2Ihe 5 AculiCVihereis? CI提Ildaiensis 2 2 1 
6 Ambocythece j時omca 2 合
7 Amb回国∞口?sp 3 14 1 11 3 
a Amb!onia obai 2 
910 F SP 
mDPQn!C3 
11 Aurila CI. cymba 41 8 101 16 41 9 81 2 
12 A. d. fiosaensis 
13 A. c:f. uranouchiensis 71 14 141 12 91 5 91 5 B 
14A EdSiP tnlA 即100'"
4 
15 SailiniCilOOr" ishizakii 2 1 ト「16 R reli国Jlata
17 B. roou剖隠。siaia 51 7 41 4 51 51 2 
1呂田i∞ mlJcytherebisafl9nsis T 
1曽 Sradleya01. japcn隠a
20 B. cf. ouda 
21 By1ho母 raHnahanaii 1 31 2 51 2 
22 8. cf. orientaris 
ー23 B. sp. 1 s 1 1 
24 8yUl~here cf. maisakensis 
25 Calli型空空開herealata 噛 1 1 




30 C. s3ianensis 1 2 
31 C. ct oolanensis 
32 C. ur.dala 1 
33 C. undulaiifada!is 4 11 2 21 





40 C. cf. ishizakii 
41 Comuco号uimbaa!ata 3 21 3 1 
42 C. ci.剖aia
43 C. d. ffion附 ensis 11 2 1 1 3 21 4 
44 C. 01. sai10i 
45 C. iosaensis 1 1 
46 C.cf.1慣 aensis 1 21 2 51 2 41 
47 C. sp. 1 41 21 2 1 2 1 1 
4昌 C.sp.2 1 11 2 21 2 
4号G SP  3 
50 C. 80. 4 
soocies name/ samole number 5015口25031 5041 505 50s 507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 
51 Cornuco司uima5p. 5 41 2 3 7 
52 C. sp. 6 21 
53 C. sp. 7 2 1 4 
54ccyvtthh ere SFP 141 11 231 581 39 35 26 15 10 11 2 1副
55 CViherois asamushiensis 
56 C 叩
57 Cytheroma? harnaii 
58 Cyil1er町no巾ilaacupunClata 
59 Cワhsepropt 60 Cytheropl8ron CI副副um
61 C. cf. arcua1um 1 1 ヴe 
62 C. cI. elaeni 21 2 20 
63 C. miurense 1 
64 C. cl. m出向I1se 1 
65 C. cf. nodosoalaium 5 32 
66 C 主主wanense 31 3 61 7 161 8 181 7 1 5 
67 C.d詞 wan叩田
68 C. subuchioi 
69C ySaP limai 
70 C. sp. 1 1 
71 C. sp. 2 
72 C. 5D. 3 
73 Cytherura c:. daishakaens，s 
74む mw
1一 一陥cythereab剖 1 4 
77 D.? sp 
7782E Ftrhnin?内.i.，
1 
11 3 3 1 
80 Fフspp 21 
81 Finmarchinel!a hanaii 51 51 11 221 20 101 12 
82 F. japcn ica 1 21 2 4 
83 F. ci. ]8-POnica 
84 F. nea地i 1 
85 FcLreciangulala 
86 F. uranfpponi儲 1 1 
87 F. d. urani伸00阻
呂8F. sp. 1 
89F SsP p 2 
90 F. 5D.:.3 21 2 1 3 21 B 
百1FFf?ssPp 1 
92 F.? sp. 2 
93 F.?sp.3 
24F ?SSFP 4 
95 F.?SD.5 
gsHaetnmHalclbnvogthruelhare r1lS eia mal urerIsis 
1 1 
97 H 
98 Hemicythere emarginats. 1 31 1 4 
官官 H 21 11 5 1 










? ? ? 〉












時eciesnamel sample number 501502 503 504 505 5061507 508 509 510 511 512 513 514 
151 Paijenborchella tsurugasakensis 1 61 5 1 
152 P.? sp. 1 
153 P.? sp. 2 
154 Palmenella lim除。la 1 1 21 6 1 18 71 2 1 
155 P.? sp. 
156何回ψherideaneolong回 udata 1 1 1 
157 Paradox側 maspp 2 
158 P剖agonacytheresp. 1 2 21 4 1 
159Ppe-申d∞.2ythe 1 2 2 160 Pectocythere Quadangulata 2 
161 Pistocythereis b国 dyformis
格2Pont∞抑制eremiurensis 1 1 
163 P. subjaponi国 1 21 1 1 
164 Pr司ontocyprlSspp 1 
165 Robertsonites hanaii 1 12 11 4 
166 R. reticuliforma 1 15 1 31 
167 R. 1Sugaruana 1 7 3 
168 Robustaurila ishizakii 1 
169R Cf nsdalceybtkh耳erae? 21 31 2 21 2 
170 Rotundacythere? sp. 
171 Schizocythere kishinouyei 21 31 3 21 7 41 7 
172 S.okhotskensis 2 1 
173 S. sp.l 3 71 6 41 4 
174 S. sp. 2 1 1 
175 Sclerochilus sp 1 
176 Semicythe問団 henryhowei
177 S. miurensis 1 1 1 2 1 
178 S. subundata 51 5 
179 S. cf. undata 2 1 3 1 
180 S. sp. 3 
181 S. sp. 4 2 
182 S. sp. 5 1 1 1 2 31 3 
163 S. sp. 6 1 2 31 2 
184s ?spsp .7 
185 S.?so.1 2 
186 Sinocytherid岨 sp.
187 Spinileberis rhomboidaris 
188 Trachy胎berisniitsumai 
189 T. scabro目Jneata
H拘 T.sp. 1 1 
191 T.?sp. 
19哩Typhlocythere?sp 
193 Urocythe陪is?goro批uensis 21 2 21 1 
194 Xe剖。leberishan副l
195 X. spo. 1 6 
196 Yezocythe陪 hay踊 hi 1 2 3 1 3 4 
197 Y.?so. 94 
M隠。ellaneous 1 1 1 4 
total nu国r 137 123 156 2弱 217 227 213 195 16 239 7 114 15 245 
soe臼esn副nelsamDle number 501502 503 504 505 506 507切 8509 510 511 512 513 514 
101 Hem田ytherecf. orient剖 S
102 H. cf. posterovestibulata 1 4 
103 H申.1 21 1 1 41 4 3 
104 H.?ヲspa.1 
105 H.?so. 3 1 
1 06 Hemicytherura cuneata 
107 H.刷Iy訓 ai
108 H. sp 1 
109Hoi同wuets∞naythlgeares9h h剖 ai 3 1 
110 Howeina hiqashimevaensis 71 8 21 2 1 5 1 9 
111 H.串 1
112 H.申.2
113 Johnnea悟lIanopporensis 2 1 1 
114J.fsp 叩.
115 J 1 2 21 21 1 1 1 
116 Kot副司.cytheresp. 1 
117 K.叩.2 1 3 1 
118 Krithe spp 
119LL apspe.r剖1Jsecythere Cf!ishizaksi 31 3 51 1 21 3 1 
120 61 4 31 3 21 5 21 1 
121 L申.2 21 2 1 2 1 2 41 4 
122 L.? sp. 21 2 31 2 41 2 21 5 6 
123 Lo附>conchacf. e田岡田eni 1 1 
124 L. harimensis 
125 L. hanorii 21 1 31 1 81 3 
126 L. japoni国 1 
127 L. cf. kattoi 
128 L. cf. kit副 pponi国 2 1 
129 L. optima 1 1 1 1 
130 L.ozawai 1 1 1 1 2 
131 L. subkotoraforma 1 
132 L. viva 
133 L. sp. 1 31 3 21 1 1 4 61 1 4 
134 L しSsPp2 
135 L. sp. 3 
136 L申 4
137 L.?申ー
138 Lox∞omi叩 lummutsuense 21 1 41 7 41 4 3 2 




143 Munseyella hatatatensis 2 1 2 1 
144 M. hok岡id岨 na
145 M. so.1 21 1 1 
146 M.? sp. 1 2 3 3 
147 Ne国事therid剖ssp. 
148 Neon由回目。ligodentata 91 4 111 27 91 14 151 5 
149 Pa国 m加cythereu-arinata 
150 Paiien加rchellahanaii 1 1 21 61 41 7 5 1 1 
100 Hirokazu OZAWA 
Table 3: lndividual number of the ostracode species from Hakkouden area (Loc. 4). 
species name/ sample number HO・1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 Acanthocytherei$ dunelmensis (Norman) s.1. 9 2 6 78 2 9 19 
2 A. mutsuensis Ishizaki 3 4 2 
3 A. tsurugasakensis Tabuki 9 4 31 
14 Acutic戸hereis?cf. sendaiensis Ishizaki 3 
5 Ambtonia obai Ishizaki 7 13 10 4 
6 Amphileberis nipponica (Yajima) 2 5 
7 Aurila sp. A 
8 Bicornucythere bisanensis (Okubo) 26 40 21 
9 Cornucoquimba tosaensis (Ishizaki) 2 
10 Cythere spp. 2 
11 Cytheroma? hanaii Yajima 2 
12 Cytheromorpha acupunctata (Brady) 3 
13 Cytheropteron cf. elaeni Cronin 3 
14 C. miurense Hanai 3 3 
15 C. cf. nodosoalatum Neale & Howe 21 
16 C. sawanense Hanai 
17 Elofsonella cf. concinna (Jones) 13 
18 Falsobuntonia? sp. 2 
19 Hanaiborchella miurensis (Hanai) 
20 Howeina higashimeyaensis Ishizaki 
21 Kotoracythere sp. 1 4 3 
22 Krithe spp. 
23 Metacytheropt自ronsp. 
24 Munseyella hatatatensis (Ishizaki) 5 2 
25 M. hokkaidoana (Hanai) 
26 M.? sp. 4 
27 N白ocytherideissp. 
28 Paijenborchella hanaii Tabuki 2 
29 P. tsurugasakensis Tabuki 2 4 9 34 4 
30 Palmenella limicola (Norman) 3 2 2 18 10 
31 Pectocythere quadangulata Hanai 2 5 14 
32 Pistocythereis bradyformis (Ishizaki) 
33 Pontocythere su同aponica(Hanai) 2 
34 Robertsonites hanaii Tabuki 15 140 
35 R. reticuliforma (Ishizaki) 11 2 2 2 19 
36 R. tsugaruana Tabuki 8 3 7 2 171 32 
37 Rotundacythere? sp. 
38 Schizocythere kishinouyei (KajiyamCl) 2 
39 Semicytherura henryhowei Hanai & Ikeya 
40 Spinilebe同srhomboidaris Chen 1 
41 Xestoleberis spp. 
Miscellaneous 4 
















Tablε4: Individual number of the ostracode species from Kofutamata area (Loc. 3) 
Speci9S miifieTSamtle-fiumber 日ζ1J3 4 b 6 8 9 16 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 I 30 寸モ き 33 34 I 35 
121A函m雨"百Is記"e両ns面is尋lslvdkuankei IR3enslslNom田 )8.1 2 
色、 、 s 11 4 !lJ 2 
3 A 畠 1 1 5 
3A  ，SSP -1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
4 .50. 2 1 1 
5 A.sp.3 1 一a9畑7抽AA町u蜘3白叫梅切d樹除剤嗣q首k袖d-np耐da仰tm問B岡r問醐副崎{府Y呼出向。制hizaki 1 1 601 79 831 74 133 139 告51 77 81 22 21 30 27 21 10 151 19 7 5 1 8 61 18 3 71 11 1 3 35 1 5 71 11 41 15 31 11 32 3B 
8 3 2 4 
4 1 T 2 3 1 3 
11 A. cl. tosaens隠 Ishizaki 1 1 1 2 
12 A. cI. uranou出時間際 Ishizald 1 U 。 2 1 1 
13 A. 00. A 3 2 2 2 2 
14Auicsotrrnaulmcv∞thesre l国blt由om岡d市t回isef{OisKhuiozoah}i) 
1 
15 B 1 6 4 31 21 11 81 57 4 91 10 8 呂 9 91 10 6 5 5 71 21 
14 4 
16C剖i回 ocytherea回taHanai 1 1 2 2 
17C lraeFNoGnutlca 1a Hanal 
1 1 3 2 日 1 1 1 
j 8 C. reliculala Hanai 1 2 1 1 2 
19 C. rugosaトlanai 1 1 
20 C. setanensis Hanai 7 
2221G C supnd1 ulati1acjai陥 Hanal 1 ? 1 
2 1 1 2 
1 1 3 
23C SP hla2 jap 
1 
24 Cluthia iaooni国 Tabuki 1 
25 C.? 50. 2 1 
26CCoorqnuulmccbqa uClmf ishlzakll nYlawjetrnsa l 
1 
27 CornucoQuimba cf. mo 隠 (Ishizaki) 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 
28c C10fs田ae1r1v0s1陥(Ishizaki) 1 
1 1 1 1 4 
29 C. losaensis (Ishizaki) 2 6 1 3 " つ』 1 1 B 5 2 2 6 8 1 3 30 Cythere spp 1 1 4 1 1 1 2 4 E 4 4 1 1 9 1 
3321Cc ytshpep rols asamush陪nslsIshizaki 1 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 
3 いつ 3 
2 
33C戸heromorphaa山 punctata(街ady) 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 4 1 
34 Cyther.叩抽ron百四alumBrady田 dOI岡田 1 2 2 1 1 1 4 1 2 5 3 1 2 
35 C. ci. e!aeni Cronin 
3387c C hoashhawal lshlzaM 1 1 
行liurenseHanai 1 1 3 1 2 2 2 2 4 1 1 6 2 3 
38 C. sawanense Hanai 4 1 1 1 1 2 
39 C. subuchioi Zhao 4 1 
40 C. sp. 1 1 
3 1 1 
1 
442314CCEyu.ftschvPsetph問3. gra?SP 1 
44 Eucythere sp 3 1 1 
45 Falsobuntonia taiwanica Malz 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 4 3 
4ShFinソmsp 
1 1 
47 Finmarchinella hanaii Okada 1 1 1 1 1 2 
48F Id 帯。neηaiclaei(lsh四 ki) 2 1 1 
1 1 1 ， 1 
49 F. cf. nealei Okada 
50 F. uran~ponica IshizaJ.g 1 1 2 2 2 2 4 2 3 2 1 2 31 12 2 
51 Hanaibo出hellamiurensis (Hanaり 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 2 
52 H. lriangularis (Hanai) 1 1 2 5 
534トHle?冊mSiwcFy.t2here urgaoぬmEkYu塑ens型is Ishizaki 
1 2 
1 
55 Hemicvtherura kaiiyamai H剖剖 1 
5畠7H出Z陪wUeIoinqath知eares?hi泊hma四enya四揖Hs閣is時hlHzalsk問hi izaki 
5 1 1 
1 21 16 7 9 41 28 2 11 19 221 18 18 1 31 23 561 89 631 40 27 81 12 
58 Johnne剖ellanoppor明 Ha問晶 l柏戸 1 1 31 20 自 4 1 1 1 2 
59kkor1t2ohre ascoytz here sp.1 2 4 12 8 41 18 11 18 
4 81 11 1 4 5 61 14 6 7 4 5 1 6 31 11 2 
60 Krithe spp 2 1 
申ecl9S口部四組mpienumlber IKι 4 b 6 • I 8 g 17 I 18 1由 20 21 22 23 24 ど。 :Co ど どと9 3υ d 耳豆 :l:f 34 3' 
8邑23工Lヰ叩0時h忌1a田間nromyunteshcenhesqareIS Ct?hf Oesep rlkef国uSb随P。時2eni lsh回 ki
1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
64 l. ha 1 1 2 
65 L. optlma Ishiza同 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 1 1 2 3 
66l函s言u示bkvoatlorTafobrumlo a 1 
も 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
67 L. subk.otoraforma ishizaki 1 3 1 1 3 1 3 2 1 
66 l. viva Ishlzal<i 1 勺U 2 1 1 3 2 
5由l.sp. 5 1 
70 Loxo∞rniculum mutsuense !shizaki 1 
71 Melacyih辺針。p!eronsp 1 1 2 1 
72Muhnsoeldy唱elidlaohar1tata{Hlean描aり(帥i閥均 3 1 2 3 2 2 5 61 11 12 91 12 
1 10 14 9 7 呂 7 呂 71 12 131 17 
73 M 3 3 自 1 1 2 1 71 20 7 5 B 1 1 8 9 1 2 1 
74 M (Hanai) 4 1 2 4 
75 M.5p.1 1 2 




1 1 1 1 
1 2 
8m制健1一p闘阿P"r畑国阿芭町万国甲世ehEe訓a耐a嗣曲M組図問凶U一包d醐T耐m叫s1a劃mMa刷時副陥 包M泊 35542 G4 1 3 1411:2 3 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 441 67 521 50 7 3 2 2 14 4 白 71 29 7 2 1 71 20 101 12 4 6 5 5 3 邑 呂 1 6 1 6 1 1 1 1 
85 P"，cvtheridea neolonQicaudala Ishizaki 1 1 
飴um関関…P - h両sa町poiuy命一a問中幽a珂1岨 a一陶訓 1 1 2 1 7 5 7 4 1 1 3 1 2 B 51 6 3 4 12 s 9 31 17 7 2 5 自 1 10 131 15 
1 2 1 2 1 1 
91 PosnutobcjayF therem出陪nsis(Hanai) 1 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 5 3 6 
2 1 
92 P. subjapon闘 (Hanaり 2 21 13 1 1 1 5 6 
93 P'OJlOntocyprls "1' 1 
94PEESudo18s0anrnTIems∞reytltchu同lilo時rm 3 95 Robertsonites retIculiforma {Ishizaki) 3 51 12 13 3 4 5 2 181 21 151 29 1 1 12 11 5 7 5 1 2 6 
9967R cIbsuu剖garuralana ishTl曲zakUiM{OKubo) 
1 41 28 1 3 2 2 1 
4 1 
98 Rotundacy1here? "1' 1 
99 Schizoc)lhere klshinouy回収可蜘ma) 3 2 3 1 5 1 
100 Sd"，，hilu. "1' 
1 01 Semicy1he問rahenryhowei Hanai & Ikeya 1 
102 5， miurensis (Hanai) 1 
103 S. "1'， 1 1 
104s S?PSP 呂
1 
105 S.? 50. 2 1 
11069678985Trp-旧aSm国c国ih胎ybtlherobencers脚untrsheano副?tmiatSsbFudlmBd悶aird隠y{i)sChihzean kl) 
1 
1 3 3 2 3 1 13 1 ιa 1 1 1 3 21 10 自 7 41 13 3 12 3 
1 2 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 3 6 
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 
110 T.sp 3 5 2 1 
111 )(es!olebe'iS hanaii Ishizaki 1 4 
112 X. spp 1 2 2 1 
113YYe?z国spy.there hayash11 Hanal晶Ikeya 171 27 261 10 191 16 211 28 71 28 421 22 自 81 65 591 39 111 16 171 14 5 51 90 4'1 
4 
114 1 1 9 4 1 1 5 2 4 自 4 31 17 2 1 
Mis田lIaneous 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 






















? ? ? ? 〉 ? ，
??
? ? ?
Table 5: lndividual number of the ostracode species from the lower part at Okuwa area (Loc. 1). 
Sp8CIE路 namwsa打lpl8num 3 4 5 1U 1ど 1a 12! 12 主 I ~4 どbl出 21 133 134 35 
1 A国nth明治僻闘由同Imensis(Norma吋s.l 1 91 1 2 51 1 1 121 10 2 31 25 41 111 27 41 21 
2 A.mu也uo惜 isI尉lizaki 6 5 21 
3 A. sp. 2 1 2 
45AAcmtJ回箇c目y由ghearereist?a田d川s田@叫抽ai肌隆副SFSi lshi四~ 1 13 41 1 51 27 241 1 11 27 181 9 41 42 25 41 35 351 14 91 1 71 24 30 9 9 81 1 3 4 31 1 9 3 41 20 5 
1 1 1 
6 Amb加nia0回i(Ishizaki) 4 4 6 101 25 21 31 4 21 11 12 
7 A司ph胸囲向 nipponica(Y司ma) 1 1 
8 Aurila cf. cym回{日間dy) 3 3 4 41 51 12 121 12 7 
9 A.cf. ha凶 Ish四 ki 6 161 5 2 
10 A. cf. tosa衛官isIshizaki 51 4 21 
11 A. cf. uranou出 io闇 isIshizaki 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 
12A sp. A 1 2 1 1 1 
13 Asp.目 1 
14 ABuasm回niclmvho@。r曲e目mab旬U8m6o∞畑s田也凶(ilsrhizuakfB) 1 
15 
16日C町nucyther8bi盟問団is(Okubo) 71 1711 17 181 22 131 41 171 34 321 45 91 11 191102 321 31 721 99 20 担 111 15 231 33 401 19 211 39 491 18 
17 By世田副首atinahar副 1油国制 3 1 
18 B.cf.or陥n岨ris(Brady) 1 
2190 Cc alilais回10同可国制heHr・an泊a也 Han創 1 2 1 2 2 11 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 21 市 21 
21 C. reticulata H官官i 1 2 1 
22 C. unda句"田副 1 2 
23 C. undu/atifac副.Ha閣 i 1 1 
24 C. so箇nensisHa閣 i 1 2 
25 C. sp. 1 2 9 
お Comu四 quim同 cf.mon附開田 (Ish回 ki) 11 7 3 31 4 2 21 3 21 5 111 2 5 3 
27 C.cf醐刷(Ish四 ki) 1 1 1 1 9 
四 C.tosa町制 (1由izaki) 1 121 2 21 4 21 3 11 7 1 121 6 31 12 8 2 3 1 21 5 3 1 
盟30CCvvttMheweos伸asamushiensis Ishizaki 
1 2 1 2 5 1 1 21 6 
2 3 3 1 3 2 41 2 1 
31 C.s押 1 1 
32 Cytheroma? hanaii Yaji問 1 
33 Cytheromor凶aacu凹nc. 凶(Il<ady) 1 21 4 2 1 3 41 1 
34 Cyth町叩teronhigash畑 wai1由jzaki 3 
35 C. miufen回 Ha問 i 1 1 3 1 4 31 21 1 3 
36 C. cf. nodos岨 latumN岨 19&Howe 
37 C. sawanense H町、副 31 11 2 1 2 21 3 1 5 41 21 1 21 2 2 
38 C. subuchioi Zhao 1 
3409c Cvhspef3 tka mil fishizakm 2 
41 Fal田buntonia凶胴nl個 Malz 1 
42 FinlT羽archinellahaげ訓 Oka曲 1 1 
43 F.ja凹m国 (Ishi祖 ki) 1 1 1 
44 F. cf. n圃刷 Oka血
45 F. uranip回 nil曲 Ish四 ki 3 31 2 4 1 21 1 
g 
46 F. cf. uraniPJ珂nicaIsh医a附 1 
47 F. sp. 2 1 2 41 2 1 1 1 
48出咽1加rch副a同ur，伺輔 (H町ai) 2 1 1 1 
4田9HHe月t間liacnvgthue凶ずensd.lH。a隅n創n也}市 Schornik例 1 4 4 3 1 2 61 5 11 6 141 3 41 1 
51 H.sp.1 
盟 H.sp.2 1 
国 H.sp. 3 1 
副国 H et rms u町b可廿1制.ru国帽?拍s目p戸vamaiHanai 2 1 
田 How制帽 higashime抑制輔副izaki 361 45 271 11 36 出 24 451 6 141 19 31 111 19 101 17 251 44 印刷 281 21 81 59 671 68 曲目 471 40 2 
57 Ishiz曲iellamiurensis (H田.~ 1 
国 J由n抽 alellanopj:抽ronsisHanai & I陥ya 141 39 2 2 1 1 1 1 
国 kkoitoh国es可O制heresp.1 3 301 3 81 21 81 4 91 10 1 121 41 2 71 9 51 111 21 3 
61 31 12 71 17 151 
60 Krithe Sp 1 
sp岡田n.m 蝿 mpl9nu而E画面 [O[ ， 4事 ， 16 寸E 可否 ~O どaI 24 !とblどb どF
61 Laperousecythere sp. 2 1 2 1 21 1 
62 LeplDcyl同ere?sp. 
国Loxoconchacf. &同町田nl樹、izaki 11 1 11 1 3 
64 L harimensis Oku加 1 
回 L岡田耐 Ish四 ki 1 
66 L. d. 回目:oiIshizaki 1 
67 L cf. kitanip凹nicaIsh四 ki 1 1 
68 L. 0凶maIshizaki 41 81 71 21 5 21 1 昂 101 10 161 1 51 28 121 13 71 15 四 10
69 L. ozawai Tabuki 1 1 1 
70 l. sub同加raformaIshizaki 3 1 
71 L viva Ish反ョki 21 2 31 131 10 111 2 21 4 盟 46 41 
72 L. sp. 1 1 
市 Loxo∞rniculummu臨 I.n田Ishizaki 1 
74lMsex回ocCyHthewre叩lnte個101也nHanai 1 
75 MetacvtheroDteron 50 3 
76 Mu間@伊lIaha惚惚@悶is(Ishizaki) 1 16 51 9 5 41 21 16 91 31 211 81 18 161 1 51 1 2 81 3 101 
n M. hok凶 d岨 na(H田 ai) お 1 5 1 71 11 31 31 21 4 
78 M.d..j印刷田 (H.n叫 3 
市 N曲師sid圃 oswlBd伊 d，聞p包包 (K司iyama) 41 1 4 
国 Normanicvth 31 4 1 
81 P祖国m回吋師陣U国H闇也(Jshi誼 ki) 131 211 20 11 16 22 1 
82 Paij舶回rchellahanaii Tabuki 1 11 1 
国 P.tsuruga田kensisTa凶 ki 自 2 1 s 3 1 
84Pa岡田ellaI何回la(Norπl!ln) 51 10 21 2 1 1 1 
85Pa闇doxos加盲目。 4 2 ? 
田両問kr抽剖1.陣.u由don包 (H田 8i) 2 
87 pa包90帽司船eresp. 1 2 1 3 
田両ctocytherequa由咽ul抽出抽i 1 3 4 41 51 1 21 61 1 
国円sbtE田dytvh』afrM創si祖twakdnyforms[lsNzak} 1 1 51 6 21 1 5 1 2 3 71 81 25 231 10 51 5 5 
90P 2 
91 Pontocythere miure間 s(H聞 8i) 1 1 1 
92 P副同a四円。ca (Ha団} 31 81 3 1 2 7 31 51 91 21 お 17 361 
93 P. sp 1 
9945PPmS剖回由目aouc州ypadstas田pp.川田 (Ishizaki)
1 1 3 
1 
96 Ro岡市onl陣 reticuliforma(ishizaki) 131 3 3 181 11 1 田 30 141 3 51 31 
97 R. tsugaruana Ta加川 6 
田Ro凶由uril8a田imilis(Kajiyama) 1 1 
91900R Scishi回ZOC附vth{eOr@Kuk加ish]houevlfkaliV創mo】
21 11 2 21 2 21 21 4 2 1 
21 2 5 41 1 4 3 1 4 1 2 41 1 
101 S. sp. 2 6 1 
10250耐cytheruramiur富市is(Ha闇 i) 1 
103 S. sp. 1 1 
110045SS..SsFaK8 g 
106 S. sp. 10 1 
107 Sin田川町凶回?sp 1 
108 Sinole岡崎旬掴ensis(Ish回 ki) 1 1 1 
109 T Sr凶ancihl-v回lob幅."削snHm包回uwid閣aru1sMC自h餌制 21 11 36 
41 4 1 31 8 11 50 43 31 12 141 51 14 61 4 141 121 12 101 321 8 61 7 61 
110 1 11 4 51 41 2 91 3 3 1 221 41 11 111 2 111 13 121 21 21 91 B 111 
111 T.s個 br田 un闘抱(Br，副y) 2 5 31 51 101 1 121 21 3 4 
112 T.sp 2 61 2 1 4 1 4 11 1 1 
113T.?sp. 41 
114 Xestoleberis han創 iIshizaki 1 
115 X. s陣 21 2 1 2 
116 X? sp. 1 1 
117VYe?zESD V昔、orehayashii H町四劃同開 1 81 3 91 241 28 531112 321 13 91 45 田 6 401 47 13 四 11 11 12 141 31 5 
118 Y.?sp. 1 1 41 9 231 18 391 151 4 311 48 191 21 421 26 1 1 21 
MiscellanE祖国 1 1 
'0回 numoer 5 " 120 185 223 1348 219 1四 105 165 45 1193 1224 1446 1430 
? ? ?
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Table 6: Individual number of the ostracode species from Cycl巴s1 and 2 in the middle part at Okuwa area 
(Loc. 1) and the Cycle 2乱tYuhiclera area (Loc. 2) ， _ c.
species nam91 sample number C11 Ci2 C1~ C1~ C21 C22 C23 C2~C31 Y2 Y3 γ4 '(5 γ6 Y7 Y8 Y9 
1 Ac呂nlhocy1hereisduoelmensis (N口rman)s.1 7 37 41 2 4 
2 A. mutsuensis Ishizaki 3 2 
:3 Acuticythereisつci.sendaiensis Ishizaki 14 51 12 1 '14 4143 27 
4 Ar市 oCy1herejaponica Ishizal，i 
5 Amblonia obai (Ishizaki) 1 13 1 21 2 1 11 81 11 6 
!6 Amphileb9ris nipponica (γajima) 2 61 '13 7 21 9 
ヴ Argilloeciasp 
8 Aurila c1. cymba (Brady) 2 1 1 1 
9 A.ol. uranouchiensis Ishizaki 
10 A. sp. A 3 
1 Baffinicythere robusticastata Irizuki 3 
12 Bicornucythel記bisanensis(Okubo) 22 61 60 :31 4 d 51 3 2 2 61 26 3 
13 Bradley昌cf.nuda Benson 14 2 4 
14 Bythoceratina hanaii Ishizal(i 
l5.Qallistocythere alata Hanai 
16 C. japonlca Hanai 3 5 
17 C. reticulataト-Ianai
18 C. selanensisトlanai 2 
19 C. undulatifacialis Hanai 
20 C空p.1 2 
21 Cornucoqui町bacf. saitoi (Ishizal，i) 5 3 
22 C. tosaensis (Ishizaki) 2 1 2 1 2 2 
23 C. moniwensis (Ishizaki) 1 5 
24 C. sp. 3 
25 Cy!here spp 。、， 1 
26 Cytherois asamushiensis Ishizaki 2 1 1 
27 Cytheropteron cf. alatum Sars 
28 C. cl. arcuatum Brady and others 
29 C. miurense Hanai 2 
30 C. ct. nodosoalatum Neale & Howe 
31 C. sawanense Hanai 3 2 4 
32 C. subuchioi Zhao 2 4 
33 C. uchioi Hanai 
34 Falsobuntonia taiwa円icaM呂Iz 12 12 4 41 2 
35 Finm~rGhinella japonica (Ishizaki) 1 2 
36 F. uranipponica Ishizaki 1 7 
37 Hirsuiocythere? hanaii Ishizaki 4 1 2 7 
38 Howeina higashimeyaensis Ishizaki 
39 JohnneaJella noppor口ensisHanai晶 Ikeya 8 43 4 
40 K口tcJracytheresp. 1 3 2 g 
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species name! sample number C11 C12 C13 C14 C21 C22 C23 C24 C31 Y2 V3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 γs γg 
41 Laperousecythere sp. 2 2 2 
42 Loxoc口nchacI. epelerseni Ishizaki 
43 L. 1atori Ishizaki 
44 L. ikeyai Zh口U
45しむplimaIshizaki 10 1 3 5 
46 L. ozawai Tabuki 1 1 
47 L. subkot白raformaIshizaki 3 
48 L. viva Ishizaki 9 自5 46 3 41 2 51 2 
49 L. sp. 6 2 2 
50 Metacytheropteron sp. 2 
51 Munseyella hatat昌tensis(Ishizaki) 2 2 
52 M. hokkaidoana (Hanai) 8 
53 Neむcytherideissp. 
54 Neむnesideaoligodentat昌 (Kajiyama)
~5 Pacamt()(;ythere u白carinala(Ishizaki) 26 51 2 131 1 
56 Paijenborむhellahanaii Tabuki 21 3 
57 P. incosa Kingma 
1 ~I 58 P. tsurugasakensis Tabuki 161 4 59 P昌Imenellalimicola (Norman) 2 21 5 60 Pata司onacythere5p 2 
61 Pectocythere cf. daishak呂ensisTabuki 
62 Pistocy!he悶isbrady10rmis (Ishizaki) 3 2 
63 Ponlocy!here miurensis (トla円ai) 2 
64 P. subjap口nica(Hanai) 3 2 2 
65 Robertsonites reticuliforma (Ishizaki) 17 2 E 2 2 1 16 2 
66 R. tsugaruana Tabuki 「 9 2 
67 Schizocythere l(Ishinoueyi (I{ajiyama) ロ
68 Sinocylheridea impressa (Brady) 12 
69 Spinileberis rhomb口idarisChen 3 2 2 自
70 Trachyleberis niitsumai (lshizaki) 2 3 3 
71 T. scabroc出口eala(Brady) 7 
72 T. sp 3 日 1 3 
73 Xes!-oleberis spp. 2 2 
74 Yezocythere hayashiiトlanai& Ikeya 呂 日 2 2 21 45 自
75 Y.? 号p~ 3 2 2 7 
Miscellaneous 1 
iotal number 124 110 140 77 93 10 立~26 27 19 2 69 100 36190 213 51 '一 」
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Plate1: 1. Acanthocythereis dunelmensis (Norman)， RV， Lo-30， x 41; 2. Acanthocythereis mutsuensis 
Ishizaki， L V， Lo-40， X 47; 3. Acanthoのthereistsurugasakensis Tabuki， RV， Ho-6， X 5; 4. 
Acuticythereis? cf. se四daiensisIshizaki， LV， Y -9， X 49; 5. Ambocythere jtψonica Ishizaki， L V， C503， 
X 8; 6. Ambostracon? sp.， LV (juveni1e)， C405， X 59; 7. Ambtonia obai (Ishizaki) : LV， Ho-ll， x 83; 
8. Amphileberis nippo叩ica(Yajima)， RV， Ho-ll， x 65; 9. Aurila cf. uranouchiensis Ishizaki， RV， 
C401， x 53; 10. Bajfini.のthereishizakii Irizuki， RV， C410， x 45 
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Plate 2: 1. Baffini，のthererobusticostata lrizuki， RV， C501， x 41; 2. Bicornucythere bisanensis (Okubo)， RV， 
Lo-30， x 58; 3. Bradleya cf.問udaBenson， LV (juvenile)， Y-7， x 51; 4.身thocerati仰 hanaiiIshizaki 
RV， C506， x 62; 5. Callistocythere alata Hanai， RV， OL-10， x 87; 6. CallistoのItheresp. 1， L V， OL-35， 
x 83; 7. Caudites japonicus Ishizaki， RV， C506， x 65; 8. Cornucoquimba cf. moniωensお(Ishizaki)，
LV， C410， x 58; 9. Cornucoquimba cf. saitoi (Ishizaki)， RV， C212， x 75; 10. Cornucoquimba tosaensis 
(Ishizaki)， L V， C102， x 62. 
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Plate 3・1.Cornucoquimba sp. 1， RV， C501， x 68; 2. Cornucoquimba sp. 2， L V， C504， x 68; 3. Cornucoquimba 
sp. 5， RV， C410， x 68; 4. Cornucoquimba sp. 6， LV， C403， x 62; 5. Cornucoquimba sp. 7， LV， C410， 
x 68; 6. Cythere ha仰が Tsukagoshi& Ikeya， RV， C410， x 68; 7. Cythere nishin仲間icaOkubo， L V， 
C403， x 71; 8. Cythere uraniPponica Hanai， L V， C404， x 75; 9. Cytheroma? ha向。iYajima， RV， C206， 
x 65; 10. Cytheromoゆhaacuμtnctata (Brady)， RV， OL-31， x 91 
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Plate 4・1.Cytherlゆteroncf. alatum Sars， RV， C206， x 75; 2. Cytheroφteron cf. arcuatum Brady and others， 
L V， C408， x 75; 3. Cytherolうたroncf. elaeni Cronin， L V， C405， x 92; 4. Cythero戸teroncf. nodosoalatum 
Neal & Howe， RV， C210， X83; 5. Cytheropteron sa叩仰enseHanai， RV， C402， X83; 6. Elofsonella cf 
conczηna (Jones)， RV， Ho-6， X50; 7. Falsob附uoniataiwa目icaM呂Iz，LV， C203， X83; 8. Fiηmarchi日E
la hanaii Okada， RV， C401， X 71; 9. Fi何maγchinellajaponica (Ishizaki)， L V， C303， X 78; 10 
Finmarchinella nealei Okada， RV， C303， X 68 
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Plate 5: 1. Finmarchinella sp. 2， LV， OL-35， x 75; 2. Finmarchinella sp. 3， RV， C410， x 62; 3. Hanai・borchella
triaηigularis (Hanai)， RV， OL-26， x 95; 4. He'I仰のtherekitanかρonica(Tabuki)， RV， C401， x 59; 5. 
Hemi，のtheresp. 1， RV， C508， x 5; 6. Hirsutocythere? hanaii Ishizaki， LV Guvenile)， Y-7， x 59; 7. 
Hoωeina h忽ashimeyaensisIshizaki， LV， OL-28， x 97; 8. Johnnealella? sp.， LV， C401， X 45; 9. 
Kotoracythere sp. 1， LV， OL-31， X 83; 10. LaperouseのItherecf. ishizakii Irizuki & Matsubara， RV， 
C410， X 40. 
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Plate 6: 1. Lapeγouseのtheresp. 1， RV， C401， x 58; 2. Lajうerousecytheresp. 2， RV (juv巴nile)，C407， x 50; 3 
LaρEアouseりthere?sp， LV， C410， x 65; 4. Loxoconcha hattorii Ishizaki， RV， C506， x 85; 5. Loxoco叩cha
japonica Ishizaki， RV， C402， X 78; 6. Loxoconcha cf.ゎ;tani坤onicaIshizaki， RV， C206， X 83; 7 
Loxoconcha opti押ωIshizaki，RV， OL~28， X 59; 8. Lo九oconchaozawai Tabuki， L V， C302， X 78; 9. 
Loxoconcha viva Ishizaki， RV， C402， X 78; 10. Lo克oconchasp. 1， RV， C507， X 78. 
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Plate 7: 1. Loxocorni，ωlum mutsuense Ishizaki， RV， C302， x 65; 2. Munsり'elahatatatensis (Ishizaki)， L V， 
OL-7， x 92; 3. Munsりelacf.五ψonica(Hanai)， LV， OL-21， x 110; 4. Munsのellasp. 1， RV， C303， X 
100; 5. Neonesidea oligode刀tata(Kajiyama)， RV， C303， X36; 6. Pacambocythere u-carinata (Ishizaki)， 
LV，Y一7，X 83; 7. Paijenborchella hanaii Tabuki， RV， C401， X 62; 8. Paijenborchella tsurugasakensis 
Tabuki， RV， Y-8， X 89; 9. Palmenella limicola (Norman)， LV， Lo-30， X 87; 10. Pa句go仰のtheresp. 
1， L V， C211， X 53. 
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Plate 8: 1. Patagonacythere sp. 2， L V， C506， X 55; 2. Pectoのtherequadangulata Hanai， L V， C408， X 90; 3. 
Pistocythereis bradyformis (Ishizaki)， LV， OL-27， X5; 4. PO日tocytheresubjaponica (Hanai)， LV， OL 
32， X 78; 5. Robertsonites hanaii Tabuki， RV， C409， X59; 6. Robertsonites陀 ticuliforma(Ishizaki)， 
RV， Y -8， X 55; 7. Robertsonites tsugarua昨日 Tabuki，L V， C409， X 58; 8. Robustaurila cf. salebrosa 
(Brady)， LV， C503， X 65; 9. Schizocythere kishinouyei (Kajiyama)， LV， C301， X 75; 10. Schizocythere 
sp. 1， L V， C401， X 65 
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Plate 9・1.Schizocythere sp. 2， RV， C507， x 75; 2. SemiのtherurasubunぬtaHanai， RV， C403， x 75; 3 
Semicytheγura cf. undata (Sars)， LV， C507， x 88; 4. Semiのtherurasp. 4， RV， C303， x 115; 5 
Semiのtherurasp. 5， RV， C503， x 90; 6. Semicytherura sp. 6， RV， C401， x 88; 7. Spinileberis 
rhomboidaris Chen， LV， Lo-51， x 62; 8. Trachyleberis sp.， LV (juvenile)， Y-7， x 53; 9. Yezocythere 
hのωhiHanai & Ik巴y呂， RV， OL-13， x 53; 10. Yezocythere? sp.， RV， OL-11， x 68. 
